
Week 1  

Religion Lesson 1- I can describe what takes place during the Triduum. 

Materials: 

• Religion workbook  

• Pencil 

Directions: Read pages 344-345 in the religion workbook. Complete the activity.  

Math Lesson 1- I can identify and classify polygons.  

Materials:  

• Chapter 11 math workbook 

• Pencil 

• Access to YouTube 

Directions: Watch the video on YouTube https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IaoZhhx_I9s  

• Complete page 637 in the chapter 11 math workbook 

• Note: The sides, angles, and vertices are all the same number for a polygon. For example, 
a triangle has 3 sides, 3 angles, 3 vertices. A quadrilateral has 4 sides, 4 angles, and 4 
vertices. 

Complete a few problems a day as review. Show all step for multi-digit multiplication 

Review https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RVYwunbpMHA&t=416s if needed 

https://www.math-aids.com/cgi/pdf_viewer_6.cgi?
script_name=multi_multi_digit.pl&digit=2&secdigit=2&probs=12&language=0&memo=&answ
er=1&x=98&y=18 

ELA Lesson 1- I can describe events of a story in sequence.  

Material: 

• Journeys Textbook 

• Pencil 

• Scrap paper or lined paper 

Directions: 

• In the Journeys textbook reading pages 630-631 vocabulary. 

• Read pages 632 and 633, target skill and preview the topic. 

• Read page 634 genre- historical fiction. 

• Begin story. Read pages 635-637.  

• Comprehension questions (write answers on scrap paper or lined paper): 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IaoZhhx_I9s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RVYwunbpMHA&t=416s


1. Who are the characters?  

2. Where are they?  

3. What problem are they facing? 

Science Lesson 1- I can describe echolocation. 

Materials: 

• Internet access 

• Scrap paper or lined paper 

• Pencil 

• Dictionary or online dictionary for definition 

Directions: 

• Watch https://pbskids.org/video/wild-kratts/2365818803  

• Define echolocation 

• Explain how echolocation works in the dolphin video 

Answers: 

• echolocation- locating items by reflected sound waves and echoes, used by dolphins and 
bats 

• the dolphin sends out sound waves then the sounds bounces off an object and echoes 
back to the dolphin to help the dolphin determine location or distance from the object 

Social studies Lesson 1- I can identify a natural resource and explain its use.  

Materials: 

• Internet access 

• Pencil 

• Lined paper or access to printer 

Directions: 

• A natural resource is something found in nature and used by people. For example, wood 
is a natural resource. People use wood to make furniture.  

• Go to the website: https://kids.nationalgeographic.com/explore/states/ohio/ 

• Read about Ohio and find a natural resource in Ohio. How is that resource used? 

• Complete https://econedlink.org/wp-content/uploads/2019/07/Natural-Resources.pdf 

• Use lined paper to answer if you are unable to print the worksheet.  

Answers: Ohio has fertile soil that is good for growing crops like corn. 

https://pbskids.org/video/wild-kratts/2365818803
https://kids.nationalgeographic.com/explore/states/ohio/
https://econedlink.org/wp-content/uploads/2019/07/Natural-Resources.pdf

